
ROBERTS RULES CHEAT SHEET 

To: You say: Interrupt Second Debatable Amendable Vote 
Soeaker Needed Needed 

Adjourn "I move that we adjourn" No Yes No No Majority 
Recess "I move that we recess until ... " No Yes No Yes Maiority 
Complain about noise, room "Point of privilege" Yes No No No Chair 
temp., etc. Decides 
Suspend further consideration of "I move that we table it" No Yes No No Majority 
somethina 
End debate "I move the previous Question" No Yes No No 2/3 

Postpone consideration of "I move we postpone this matter No Yes Yes Yes Majority 
something until..." 
Amend a motion "I move that this motion be amended No Yes Yes Yes Majority 

bv ... " 
Introduce business (a primary "I move that. .. n No Yes Yes Yes Majority 
motion) 
The above listed motions and points are listed in established order of precedence. When any one of them is pending, you may not introduce another that 
is listed below, but you may introduce another that is listed above it. 

To: You say: Interrupt Second Debatable Amendable Vote Needed 
Speaker Needed 

Object to procedure or "Point of order'' Yes No No No Chair decides 
personal affront 
Request information "Point of information" Yes No No No None 
Ask for vote by actual count "I call for a division of the house" Must be done No No No None unless 
to verify voice vote before new someone 

motion objects 
Object to considering some "I object to consideration of this Yes No No No 2/3 
undiplomatic or improper question" 
matter 
Take up matter previously "I move we take from the table ... n Yes Yes No No Majority 
tabled 
Reconsider something "I move we now (or later) reconsider Yes Yes Only if original No Majority 
already disposed of our action relative to ... " motion was 

debatable 
Consider something out of its "I move we suspend the rules and No Yes No No 2/3 
scheduled order consider ... " 
Vote on a rulinQ by the Chair "I aooeal the Chair's decision" Yes Yes Yes No Majority 
The motions, points and proposals listed above have no established order of preference; any of them may be introduced at any time except when meeting 
is considering one of the top three matters listed from the first chart (Motion to Adjourn, Recess or Point of Privilege). 
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PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING A AIN OTION

NOTE: Nothing goes to discussion without a motion being on the floor.

Obtaining and assigning the floor

A member raises hand when no one else has the floor
o The chair recognizes the member by name

How the Motion is Brought Before the Assembly

^ The member makes the motion: / move that (or "to")... and resumes his seat.
Another member seconds the motion: / second the motion or /second it or second.
The chair states the motion: It is moved and seconded that ... Are you ready for the
question?

Consideration of the Motion

1. Members can debate the motion.
2. Before speaking in debate, members obtain the floor.
3. The maker of the motion has first right to the floor if he claims it properly
4. Debate must be confined to the merits of the motion.
5. Debate can be closed only by order of the assembly (2/3 vote) or by the chair if no

one seeks the floor for further debate.

The chair puts the motion to a vote

1. The chair asks: Are you ready for the question? If no one rises to claim the floor, the
chair proceeds to take the vote.

2. The chair says: The question is on the adoption of the motion that... As many as
are in favor, say 'Aye'. (Pause for response. ) Those opposed, say 'Nay'. (Pause for
response. ) Those abstained please say 'Aye'.

The chair announces the result of the vote.

1. The ayes have it, the motion carries, and ... (indicating the effect of the vote) or
2. The nays have it and the motion fails

WHEN DEBATING YOUR MOTIONS

1. Listen to the other side
2. Focus on issues, not personalities
3. Avoid questioning motives
4. Be polite
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HOW TO ACC PLISH WHAT YOU WANT TO DO IN EETINGS

MAIN MOTION

You want to propose a new idea or action for the group.
. After recognition, make a main motion.
. Member: "Madame Chairman, I move that

AMENDING A MOTION

You want to change some of the wording that is being discussed.
. After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the motion be amended by

adding the following words "
o After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the motion be amended by

striking out the following words
After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the motion be amended by
striking out the following words, , and adding in their place the following
words

REFER TO A COMMITTEE

You feel that an idea or proposal being discussed needs more study and investigation.
After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the question be referred to a
committee made up of members Smith, Jones and Brown."

POSTPONE DEFINITELY

You want the membership to have more time to consider the question under discussion
and you want to postpone it to a definite time or day, and have it come up for further
consideration.

c After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move to postpone the question until

PREVIOUS QUESTION

You think discussion has gone on for too long and you want to stop discussion and vote.
o After recognition, "Madam President, I move the previous question."

LIMIT DEBATE

You think discussion is getting long, but you want to give a reasonable length of time for
consideration of the question.

After recognition, "Madam President, I move to limit discussion to two minutes per
speaker."
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POSTPONE INDEFINITELY

You want to kill a motion that is being discussed.
* After recognition, "Madam Moderator, I move to postpone the question indefinitely."

POSTPONE INDEFINITELY

You are against a motion just proposed and want to learn who is for and who is against the
motion.

. After recognition, "Madame President, I move to postpone the motion indefinitely."

RECESS

You want to take a break for a while.
. After recognition, "Madame Moderator, I move to recess for ten minutes."

ADJOURNMENT

You want the meeting to end.
. After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move to adjourn."

PERMISSION TO WITHDRAW A MOTION

You have made a motion and after discussion, are sorry you made it.
After recognition, "Madam President, I ask permission to withdraw my motion."

CALL FOR ORDERS OF THE DAY

At the beginning of the meeting, the agenda was adopted. The chairman is not following
the order of the approved agenda.

. Without recognition, "Call for orders of the day."

SUSPENDING THE RULES

The agenda has been approved and as the meeting progressed, it became obvious that an
item you are interested in will not come up before adjournment.

After recognition, "Madam Chairman, I move to suspend the rules and move item 5
to position 2."

POINT OF PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

The noise outside the meeting has become so great that you are having trouble hearing.
Without recognition, "Point of personal privilege."
Chairman: "State your point."
Member: "There is too much noise, I can't hear."
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COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

You are going to propose a question that is likely to be controversial and you feel that
some of the members will try to kill it by various maneuvers. Also you want to keep out
visitors and the press.

. After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that we go into a committee of the
whole."

POINT OF ORDER

It is obvious that the meeting is not following proper rules;
. Without recognition, "I rise to a point of order, " or "Point of order."

POINT OF INFORMATION

You are wondering about some of the facts under discussion, such as the balance in the
treasury when expenditures are being discussed.

. Without recognition, "Point of information."

POINT OF PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

You are confused about some of the parliamentary rules.
. Without recognition, "Point of parliamentary inquiry."

APPEAL FROM THE DECISION OF THE CHAIR

Without recognition, "I appeal from the decision of the chair."

Rule Classification and Requirements

Class of Rule
Charter

Bvlaws
Special Rules of Order

Standing Rules

Modified Roberts Rules of
Order

Re uirements to Ado t
Adopted by majority vote or
as proved by law or

overnin authorit
Adooted bv membershio

Previous notice & 2/3 vote,
or a majority of entire
membershr

Majority vote

Adopted in bylaws

Re uirements to Sus end
Cannot be suspended

Cannot be su
2/3 Vote

nded

Can be suspended for
session by majority vote
durin a meetin
2/3 vote
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INTRODUCTION

The rules of procedure at meetings should be simple enough for
most people to understand. Unfortunately, that has not always been
the case. Virtually all dubs, associations, boards, councils and bodies
follow a set of rules - Robert's Ruks of Order - which are embodied
in a small, but complex, book. Wrtually no one I know has actually
read this book cover to cover. Worse yet, the book was written for
another time and for another purpose. If one is chairing or runnmg
a parliament, then Robert's Rules of Order is a dandy and quite useful
handbook for procedure in that complex setting. On the other hand,
if one is naming a meeting of say, a five-member body with a few
members of the public m attendance, a simplified version of the rules
of parliamentary procedure is in order.

Hence, the birth ofRosenber^s Rules of Order.

What follows is my version of the rules of parliamentary procedure,
based on my decades ofe3q>erience chairing meetings in state and
local government. These rules have been simplified for the smaller
bodies we chair or in which we partidpate, slimmed down for the
21st Century, yet retaining the basic tenets of order to which we have
grown accustomed. Interestingly enough, Rosenberg's Rules has found
a welcoming audience. Hundreds of cities, counties, special districts,
committees, boards, commissions, neighborhood associations and
private corporations and companies have adopted Rosenberg^s Rules
in lieu of Robert's Rules because they have found them practical,
logical, simple, easy to leam and user friendly.

This treatise on modem parliamentary procedure is biult on a
foundation supported by the following four pillars:

1. Rules should establish order. The first purpose of rules of
parliamentary procedure is to establish a fi-amework for the
orderly conduct of meetings.

2. Rules should be dear. Simple rules lead to wider understanding
and participation. Complex rules create two classes: those
who understand and participate; and those who do not fully
understand and do not fully participate.

3. Rules shoiild be user friendly. That is, the rules must be simple
enough that the public is invited into the body and feels that it
has participated in the process.

4. Rules should enforce the will of the majority while protecting
the rights of the minority. The ultimate purpose of rules of
procedure is to encourage discussion and to facilitate decision
making by the body. In a democrat, majority rules. The rules
must enable the majority to express itself and fashion a result,
while penmtting the minority to also express itself, but not
dominate, while fully participating in the process.

Establishing a Quorum
The starting point for a meeting is the establishment of a quorum.
A quorum is defined as the minimum number of members of the
body who must be present at a meeting for business to be legally
transacted. The default rule is that a quorum is one more than half
the body. For example, in a five-member body a quorum is three.
When the body has three members present, it can legally transact
business. If the body has less than a quorum of members present, it
cannot legally transact business. And even if the body has a quonun
to begin the meeting, the body can lose the quorum during the
meeting when a member departs (or even when a member leaves the
dais). When that occurs the body loses its ability to transact business
until and unless a quonun is reestablished.

The default rule, identified above, however, gives way to a specific
rule of the body that establishes a quorum. For example, the niles of
a particular five-member body may indicate that a quorum is four
members for that particular body. The body miist follow the rules it
has established for its quorum. In the absence of such a specific rule,
the quorum is one more than half the members of the body.

The Role of the Chair

While all members of the body should know and understand the
rules of parliamentary procedure, it is the chair of the body who is
charged with applying the rules of conduct of the meeting. The chair
should be well versed in those niles. For all intents and purposes, the
chair makes the final ruling on the rules every time the chair states an
acdon. In fact, all decisions by the chair are final unless overruled by
the body itself.

Since the chair runs the conduct of the meeting, it is usual courtesy
for the chair to play a less active role in the debate and discussion
than other members of the body. This does not mean that the chair
should not partidpate in the debate or discussion. To the contrary, as
a member of the body, the chair has the full right to partidpate in the
debate, discussion and dedsion-making of the body. What the chair
should do, however, is strive to be the last to speak at the discussion
and debate stage. The chair should not make or second a motion
unless the chair is convinced that no other member of the body will
do so at that point in time,

The Basic Format for an Agenda Item Discussion
Formal meetings normally have a written, often published agenda.
Informal meetings may have only an oral or understood agenda. In
either case, the meeting is governed by the agenda and the agenda
consdtutes the body's agreed-upon roadmap for the meeting. Each
agenda item can be handled by the chair m the following basic
format:



Rrst, the chair should clearly announce the agenda item number and
should clearly state what the agenda item subject is. The chair should
then announce the fonnat (which follows) that will be followed m
considering the s^enda item.

Second, following that agenda format, the chair should invite the
appropriate person or persons to report on the item, including any
recommendation that they might have. The appropriate person or
persons maybe the chair, a member of the body, a staff person, or a
committee chair charged with providing input on the agenda item.

Third, the chair should ask members of the body if they have any
technical questions ofdarification. At this point, members of the
body may ask darifying questions to the person or persons who
reported on the item, and that person or persons should be given
time to respond.

Fourth, the chair should invite public comments, or if appropriate at
a formal meeting, should open the public meeting for public mput.
If numerous members of the public indicate a desire to speak to
the subject, the chair may limit the time of public speakers. At the
condusion of the public comments, the chair should announce that
public input has conduded (or the public hearing, as the case may be,
is dosed).

Fljth, the chair should mvite a motion. The chair should announce
the name of the member of the body who makes the motion.

Sixth, the chair should determine if any member of the body wishes
to second the motion. The chair should announce the name of the
member of the body who seconds the modon. It is normally good
practice for a motion to require a second before proceeding to
ensure that it is not just one member of the body who is interested
in a particular approach. However, a second is not an absolute
requirement, and the chair can proceed with consideration and vote
on a motion even when there is no second. This is a matter left to the
discretion of the chair.

Seventh, if the motion is made and seconded, the chair should make
sure everyone understands the motion.

This is done in one of three ways:

I. The chair can ask the maker of the motion to repeat it;

2. The chair can repeat the motion; or

3. The chair can ask the secretary or the clerk of the body to repeat
the motion.

Eighth, the chair should now invite discussion of the motion by the
body. If there is no desired discussion, or after the discussion has
ended, the chair should announce that the body will vote on the
motion. If there has been no discussion or very brief discussion, then
the vote on the motion should proceed immediately and there is no
need to repeat the motion. If there has been substantial discussion,
then it is normally best to make sure everyone understands the
motion by repeating it.

Ninth, the chair takes a vote. Simply asking for the "ayes" and then
asking for the "nays" nonnally does this. If members of the body do
not vote, then they "abstain." Unless the rules of the body provide
otherwise (or unless a super majority is required as delineated later
in these rules), then a simple majority (as defined in law or the rules
of the body as delineated later in these niles) determines whether the
motion passes or is defeated.

Tenth, the chair should announce the result of the vote and what
action (if any) the body has taken. In annoimdng the result, the chair
should indicate the names of the members of die body, if any, who
voted in the minority on the motion. This annoimcement might take
the following form: "The motion passes by a vote of 3-2, with Smith
and Jones dissenting. We have passed the motion requiring a 10-day
notice for all future meetings of this body."

Motions in General

Motions are the vehicles for decision making by a body. It is usually
best to have a motion before the body prior to commencing
discussion of an agenda item. This helps the body focus.

Motions are made in a simple two-step process. First, the chair
should recognize the member of the body. Second, the member
of the body makes a motion by preceding the member's desired
approach with the words I move...

A typical motion might be: "I move that we give a 10-day notice in
the future for all our meetings."

The chair usually initiates the motion in one of three ways:

1. Inviting the members of the body to make a motion, for
example, "A motion at this time would be in order."

2. Su%esting a motion to the members of the body, "A motion
would be in order that we give a 10-day notice in the future for all
our meetings."

3. Making the motion. As noted, the chair has every right as a
member of the body to make a motion, but should normally do
so only if the chair wishes to make a motion on an item but is
convinced that no other member of the body is willing to step
forward to do so at a particular time.

The Three Basic Motions

There are three motions that are the most common and recur often

at meetings:

The basic motion. The basic motion is the one that puts forward a
decision for the body's consideration. A basic motion might be: "I
move that we create a five-member committee to plan and put on
our annual fundraiser."



The motion to amend. If a member wants to change a basic motion
that is before the body, they would move to amend it. A motion
to amend might be; "I move that we amend the motion to have a
10-member committee." A motion to amend takes the basic motion

that is before the body and seeks to change it in some way.

The substitute motion. If a member wants to completely do away
with the basic motion that is before the body, and put a new motion
before the body, they would move a substitute motion. A substitute
motion might be: "I move a substitute motion that we cancel the
annual fundraiser this year."

"Motions to amend" and "substitute motions" are often confused, but

they are quite different, and their effect (if passed) is quite different.
A motion to amend seeks to retain the basic motion on the floor, but

modify it in some way. A substitute motion seeks to throw out the
basic motion on the floor, and substitute a new and different motion
for it. The decision as to whether a motion is really a motion to
amend" or a "substitute motion" is left to the chair. So if a member
makes what that member calls a "motion to amend," but the chair
determines that it is really a "substitute motion," then the chair's
designation governs.

A "friendly amendment" is a pracdcal parliamentary tool that is
simple, mformal, saves time and avoids bogging a meeting down
with numerous formal motions. It works in the following way: In the
discussion on a pending motion, it may appear that a change to the
motion is desirable or may win support for the motion from some
members. When that happens, a member who has the floor may
simply say, "I want to suggest a fidendly amendment to the motion.
The member suggests the fi-iendly amendment, and if the maker and
the person who seconded the motion pending on the floor accepts
the fnendly amendment, that now becomes the pending modon on
the floor. If either the maker or the person who seconded rejects the
proposed friendly amendment, then the proposer can formally move
to amend.

Multiple Motions Before the Body
There can be up to three motions on the floor at the same time.
The chair can reject a fourth motion until the chair has dealt
with the three that are on the floor and has resolved them. This

rule has practical value. More than three motions on the floor at
any given time is confusing and unwieldy for almost everyone,
induding the chair.

When there are two or three motions on the floor (after motions and
seconds) at the same time, the vote should proceed first on the last
motion that is made. For example, assume the first motion is a basic
"motion to have a five-member committee to plan and put on our
annual fundraiser. " During the discussion of this motion, a member
iiught make a second motion to "amend the main motion to have a
10-member committee, not a five-member committee to plan and
put on our sumual fundraiser. " And perhaps, durmg that discussion, a
member makes yet a third motion as a "substitute motion that we not
have an annual fundraiser this year." The proper procedure would be
as follows:

Krst. the chair would deal with the third (the last) motion on the
floor, the substitute motion. After discussion and debate, a vote
would be taken first on the third motion. If the substitute motion

passed, it would be a substitute for the basic motion and would
eliminate it. The first motion would be moot, as would the second
motion (which sought to amend the first motion), and the action on
the agenda item would be completed on the passage by the body of
the third motion (the substitute motion). No vote would be taken on
the first or second motions.

Second, if the substitute motion/<ii;ed, the chair woiild then deal
with the second (now the last) motion on the floor, the motion
to amend. The discussion and debate would focus stricdy on the
amendment (should the committee be five or 10 members). If the
motion to amend passed, the chau- woiild then move to consider the
main motion (the first motion) as amended. If the motion to amend
faikd, the chair would then move to consider the main motion (the
first motion) in its original format, not amended.

Tliird, the chair would now deal with the first motion that was placed
on the floor. The original motion would either be m its origmal
format (five-member committee), or if amended, would be in its
amended format (10-member committee). The question on the floor
for disciission and decision would be whether a committee should

plan and put on the annual fundraiser.

To Debate or Not to Debate

The basic rule of motions is that they are subject to discussion and
debate. Accordingly, basic motions, motions to amend, and substitute
motions are all eligible, each in their turn, for full discussion before
and by the body. The debate can continue as long as members of the
body wish to discuss an item, subject to the dedsion of the chair that
it is time to move on and take action.

There are exceptions to the general rule of free and open debate
on motions. The exceptions all apply when there is a desire of the
body to move on. The following motions are not debatable (that
is, when the following motions are made and seconded, tfae chair
must immediately call for a vote of the body without debate on the
motion):

Motion to adjourn. This motion, if passed, requires the body to
immediately adjourn to its next regularly scheduled meeting. It
requires a simple majority vote.

Motion to recess. This motion, if passed, requires the body to
immediately take a recess. Normally, the chair determines the length
oftfae recess which maybe a few minutes or an hour. It requires a
simple majority vote.

Motion to fix the time to adjourn. This motion, if passed, requires
the body to adjourn the meeting at the specific time set in the
motion. For example, the motion might be: "I move we adjourn this
meeting at midnight." It requires a simple majority vote.



Motion to table. This motion, if passed, requires discussion of the
agenda item to be halted and the agenda item to be placed on "hold."
The motion can contain a specific time in which the item can come
back to the body. "I move we table this item untU our regular meeting
in October." Or the motion can contain no specific time for the
return of the item, in which case a motion to take the item off the
table and bring it back to the body will have to be taken at a future
meeting. A motion to table an item (or to bring it back to the body)
requires a simple majority vote.

Motion to limit debate. The most common form of this motion is to

say, "I inove the previous question" or "I move the question" or "I call
the question" or sometimes someone sunply shouts out "question."
As a pracdcal matter, when a member calls out one of these phrases,
the diair can expedite matters by treating it as a "request" rather
than as a formal motion. The chair can simply inquire of the body,
"any further discussion?" If no one wishes to have further discussion,
then the chair can go right to the pending motion that is on the floor.
However, if even one person wishes to discuss the pending motion
further, then at that pomt, the chair should treat the call for the
"question" as a formal motion, and proceed to it.

When a member of the body makes such a motion ("I move the
previous question"), the member is really saying: "I've had enough
debate. Let's get on with the vote." When such a motion is made, the
chair should ask for a second, stop debate, and vote on the motion to
liinit debate. The motion to limit debate requires a two-thirds vote of
the body.

NOTE: A motion to limit debate could indude a time limit. For

example: "I move we limit debate on this agenda item to 15 minutes."
Even in this format, the motion to Umit debate requires a two-
thirds vote of the body. A similar motion is a motion to object to
consideration of an item. This motion is not debatable, and if passed,
precludes the body from even considering an item on the agenda. It
also requires a two-thirds vote.

Majority and Super Majority Votes
In a democraqr, a simple majority vote determines a question. A tie
vote means the motion feuls. So m a.seven-member body, a vote of
4-3 passes the motion. A vote of 3-3 with one abstention means the
motion feiils. If one member is absent and the vote is 3-3, the motion

stffl fails.

All motions require a simple majority, but there are a few exceptions.
The exceptions come up when the body is taking an action which
effectively cuts off the ability of a minority of the body to take an
action or discuss an item. These extraordinary motions require a
two-thirds majority (a super majority) to pass:

Motion to limit debate. Whether a member says, "I move the
previous question," or "I move the question," or I call the question,"
or "I move to limit debate," it all amounts to an attempt to cut ofif the
ability of the minority to discuss an item, and it requires a two-thirds
vote to pass.

Motion to dose nominations. When choosing officers of the
body (such as the chair), nominations are in order either from a
nominating conmuttee or from the floor of the body. A motion to
dose nominations efFectivdy cuts off the right of the minority to
nominate ofi&cers and it requires a two-thirds vote to pass.

Motion to object to the consideradon of a question. Normally, such
a motion is unnecessary since the objectionable item can be tabled or
defeated straight up. However, when members of a body do not even
want an item on the agenda to be considered, then such a motion is
in order. It is not debatable, and it requires a two-thirds vote to pass.

Motion to suspend the rules. This motion is debatable, but reqiiires
a two-thirds vote to pass. If the body has its own rules of order,
conduct or procedure, this motion allows the body to suspend the
rules for a pardciilar purpose. For example, the body (a private club)
might have a rule prohibiting the attendance at meetings by non-dub
members. A motion to suspend the rules would be in order to allow
a non-dub member to attend a meeting of the club on a particular
date or on a particular agenda item.

Counting Votes
The matter of counting votes starts simple, but can become
complicated.

Usually, it's pretty easy to determine whether a particular motion
passed or whether it was defeated. If a simple majority vote is needed
to pass a motion, then one vote more than 50 percent of the body is
required. For example, in a five-member body, if the vote is three in
favor and two opposed, the motion passes. If it is two in favor and
three opposed, the motion is defeated,

If a two-fhirds majority vote is needed to pass a motion, then how
many affirmative votes are required? The simple rule of thumb is to
count the "no" votes and double that count to determine how many
"yes" votes are needed to pass a particular motion. For example, in
a seven-member body, if two members vote "no" then the "yes" vote
of at least four members is required to achieve a two-thirds majority
vote to pass the motion.

What about tie votes? In the event of a tie, the motion always fails since
an afiinnative vote is required to pass any motion. For example, in a
five-member body, if the vote is two in favor and two opposed, with
one member absent, the motion is defeated.

Vote counting starts to become complicated when members
vote "abstain" or in the case of a written ballot, cast a blank (or
unreadable) ballot. Do these votes count, and if so, how does one
count them? The starting point is always to check the statutes.

In California, for example, for an acdon of a board of supervisors to
be valid and binding, the acdon must be approved by a majority of the
board. (California Government Code Section 25005.) Typically, this
means three of the five members of the board must vote affirmatively
in favor of the action. A vote of 2-1 would not be suffident. A vote of

3-0 with two abstentions would be suf&dent. In general law dries in



California, as another example, resolutions or orders for the payment of
money and all ordinances require a recorded vote of the total members
of the dty coundl. (California Government Code Secdon 36936. ) Cities
with charters may prescribe their own vote requirements. Local dected
of&dals arc always well-advised to consult with their local agency
counsel on how state law may affect the vote count

After consulting state statutes, step number two is to check the rules
of the body. If the rules of the body say that you count votes of "those
present" then you treat abstentions one way. However, if the rules of
the body say that you coimt the votes of those "present and voting,"
then you treat abstentions a different way. And if the rules of the
body are silent on the subject, then the general rule of thumb (and
default rule) is that you count all votes that are "present and voting."

Accordingly, under the "present and voting" system, you would NOT
count abstention votes on the motion. Members who abstain are

counted for purposes of determining quonun (they are "present"),
but you treat the abstention votes on the motion as if they did not
exist (they are not "voting"). On the other hand, if the rules of the
body specifically say that you count votes of those "present" then you
DO count abstention votes both in establishing the quonim and on
the motion. In this event, the abstention votes act just like "no" votes.

How does this work in practice?
Here are a few examples.

Assume that a five-member city council is voting on a motion that
requires a simple majority vote to pass, and assume further that the
body has no specific rule on counting votes. Accordingly, the default
rule kicks in and we count all votes of members that are "present and
voting." If the vote on the motion is 3-2, the motion passes. If the
motion is 2-2 with one abstention, the motion fails.

Assume a five-member city councU voting on a motion that requires
a two-thirds majority vote to pass, and further assume that the body
has no specific rule on counting votes. Again, the default rule applies.
If the vote is 3-2, the motion fails for lack of a two-thirds majority. If
the vote is 4-1, the motion passes with a clear two-thirds majority. A
vote of three "yes," one "no" and one "abstain" also results in passage
of the motion. Once again, the abstention is counted oiily for the
purpose of determining quorum, but on the actual vote on the
motion, it is as if the abstention vote never existed - so an efifective
3-1 vote is clearly a two-thirds majority vote.

Now, change the scenario slightly. Assume the same five-member
city councfl voting on a motion that requires a two-thirds majority
vote to pass, but now assume that the body DOES have a specific rule
requiring a two-thirds vote of members "present." Under this specific
rule, we must count the members present not oidy for quorum but
also for the modon. In this scenario, any abstention has the same
force and effect as if it were a "no" vote. Accordingly, if the votes were
three "yes," one "no" and one "abstain," then the motion fails. The
abstention in this case is treated like a "no" vote and effective vote of

3-2 is not enough to pass two-thu-ds majority muster.

Now, acacdy how does a member cast an "abstention" vote?
Any time a member votes "abstain" or says, "I abstain," that is an
abstention. However, if a member votes "present" that is also treated
as an abstention (the member is essentially saying, "Count me for
purposes of a quorum, but my vote on the issue is abstain") In fact,
any manifestation of intention not to vote either "yes" or "no" on
the pending motion may be treated by the chair as an abstention. If
written ballots are cast, a blank or unreadable ballot is counted as an
abstention as well.

Can a member vote "absent" or "count me as absent?" Interesting
question. The ruling on this is up to the chair. The beUer approach is
for the chair to count this as if the member had left his/her chair and

is actually "absent." That, of course, affects the quorum. However, the
chair may also treat this as a vote to abstain, particularly if the person
does not actually leave the dais.

The Motion to Reconsider

There is a special and unique motion that requires a bit of
explanation all by itself; the motion to reconsider. A tenet of
parliamentary procedure is finality. After vigorous discussion, debate
and a vote, there must be some dosure to the issue. And so, after a
vote is taken, the matter is deemed dosed, subject only to reopening
if a proper motion to consider is made and passed.

A motion to reconsider requires a majority vote to pass like other
garden-variety motions, but there are two special rules that apply
only to the motion to reconsider.

First, is the matter oftimmg. A motion to reconsider must be made
at the meeting where the item was first voted upon. A motion to
reconsider made at a later time is untimely. (The body, however, can
always vote to suspend the rules and, by a two-thirds majority, allow
a motion to reconsider to be made at another time.)

Second, a motion to reconsider may be made only by certain
members of the body. Accordingly, a modon to reconsider may be
made only by a member who voted in the majority on the original
motion. If such a member has a change of heart, he or she may .
make the motion to reconsider (any other member of the body
- including a member who voted in the minority on the original
motion - may second the motion). If a member who voted in the
minority seeks to make the motion to reconsider, it must be ruled
out of order. The puipose of this rule is finality. If a member of
minority could make a motion to reconsider, then the item could be
brought back to the body again and agam, which would defeat the
purpose of finality.

If the motion to reconsider passes, then Ae original matter is back
before the body, and a new original motion is in order. The maUer may
be discussed and debated as if it were on the floor for the first time.



Coiirtesy and Decorum
The rules of order are meant to create an atmosphere where the
members of the body and the members of the pubUc can attend to
business efficiently, fairly and with full partidpation. At the same
time, it is up to the chair and the members of the body to maintain
common courtesy and decorum. Unless the setting is very informal,
it is always best for only one person at a tune to have the floor, and
it is always best for every speaker to be first recognized by the chair
before proceeding to speak.

The chair should always ensure that debate and discussion of an
agenda item focuses on the item and the policy m question, not the
personalities of the members of the body. Debate on poliqris healthy,
debate on personalities is not. The chair has the right to cut off
discussion that is too personal, is too loud, or is too crude.

Debate and discussion should be focused, but free and open. In the
interest of time, the chair may, however, limit the time allotted to
speakers, mduding members of the body.

Can a member of the body interrupt the speaker? The general rule is
"no." There are, however, exceptions. A speaker may be interrupted
for the following reasons:

PrivUege. The proper interruption would be, "point of privilege."
The chair would then ask the interrupter to "state your point."
Appropriate points of privilege relate to anything that would
interfere with the nonnal comfon of the meeting. For example, the
room may be too hot or too cold, or a blowing fan might interfere
with a person's ability to hear.

Order. The proper interruption would be, "point of order." Again,
the chair would ask the interrupter to "state your point." Appropriate
points of order rdate to anything that would not be considered
appropriate conduct of the meeting. For example, if the chair moved
on to a vote on a motion that permits debate without allowing that
discussion or debate.

Appeal. If the chair makes a ruling that a member of the body
disagrees with, that member may appeal the ruling of the chair. If the
motion is seconded, and after debate, if it passes by a simple majority
vote, then the ruling of the chair is deemed reversed.

CaU for orders of the day. This is simply another way of saying,
"return to the agenda." If a member believes that the body has drifted
fi-om the agreed-upon agenda, such a call maybe made. It does not
require a vote, and when the chair discovers that the agenda has
not been followed, the chair simply reminds the body to return to
the s^enda item properly before them. If the chair fails to do so, the
chair's determination maybe appealed.

Wthdraw a motion. During debate and discussion of a motion,
the maker of the motion on the floor, at anytime, may interrupt a
speaker to withdraw his or her motion from the floor. The motion
is immediatdy deemed withdrawn, although the chair may ask the
person who seconded the motion if he or she wishes to make the
motion, and any other member may make the motion if properly
recognized.

Special Notes About Public Input
The rules outlined above will help make meetings very public-
finendly. But in addition, and particularly for the chair, it is wise to
remember three special rules that apply to each agenda item:

Ride One: Tell the public what the body wiU be doing.

Rule Two: Keep the public informed while the body is doing it.

Rule Three: When the body has acted, tell the public what the
body did.
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PROPOSED Staff Report

TO: Board of Harbor Commissioners

FROM: Julie van Hoff, Director of Administrative Services

DATE: August 21, 2019

SUBJECT: Committee of the Whole; consider creating a policy

Recommendation/Motion:

Receive report and provide direction to staff on whether to draft a Policy that would
allow a Committee of the Whole.

Polic Im lications:

District Ordinance §2. 05. 030 'Conduct of Meetings'
Roberts Rules of Order §52 'Committee of the Whole'

Fiscal Im lications/Bud et Status:
None at this time

Back round:

The District's Ordinance Code §2. 05. 030 'Conduct of Meetings' states that "meetings of the
Board of Harbor Commissioners shall be governed by the latest edition of Robert's Rules of
Order on all matters pertaining to parliamentary law". Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised
§52 allows for a Committee of the Whole (Attachment 1). A Policy would provide information
and rules regarding a Committee of the Whole.

A Committee of the Whole is a device that enables the full board to give detailed consideration
to a matter under conditions of freedom approximating those of a committee. It provides an
opportunity for the whole board to work towards a common understanding of an issue by
listening and reviewing reports together in the same room and the same time. This may assist
in building consensus and develop recommendations for action.



A Committee of the Whole does not make final decisions. Votes taken at a Committee of the
Whole are related only to recommendations and to decide if issues are ready to be taken to
the board.

Attachment 2 is a copy of an article 'Suggestions for Organizing an Effective Committee of the
Whole for local Government' written by Julie Pioch of Michigan State University Extension.
Staff recommends that this be used as a framework for a Committee as a Whole Policy, along
with the Ralph M. Brown Act rules. Items to be included in the policy are as follows:

1) Rules for holding a Committee as a Whole.
2) In debate, each board member can speak an unlimited number of times as often as he/she

is able to get the floor. However, the board member cannot speak another time on the ,
same question so long as a member who has not spoken on it is seeking the floor. The
Policy may include time limitations.

3) Determination of the Chair of the Committee. This may be one board member on a
continual basis or board members may rotate.

4) Set a schedule for getting items on the agenda for the Committee as a Whole. Staff has
been unable to find a reference to a Committee as a Whole for public notice purposes and
will investigate further as to whether a 24-hour or 72-hour notice is required. It appears
that a motion may be made during a regular Board meeting to go into a Committee as a
Whole when an agenda item requires more informal debate during a Board meeting.

5) Schedule the time of day and duration of the committee meeting.

Summa :

A Committee of a Whole may expedite business by encouraging valuable discussion of
issues and provide a forum where members and staff can bounce ideas to get
feedback. It provides an opportunity for greater input and understating and increases
transparency of the decision-making process. This would be an effective way to discuss
such items as the Strategic Plan and Master Plan.

Attachments:

Attachment 1 Roberts Rules of Order §52 'Committee of the Whole'
Attachment 2 'Suggestions for Organizing an Effective Committee of the Whole for local
Government'
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1 any amendment-for the same length of time as
the assembly's rules-as often as he is able to get
As under the regular rules of debate, however, he
speak another dme on the same questic

5 who has not spoken on it is seeking the floor.
Each of these three devices is best suited to assemblies n?

a particular ^ange in size and provides a different
of protection against disorderliness and its possible
quences-which are risked when each member is

10 speak an unlimited number of times in debate, such
increasing in proportion to the size of the assembly, y
respect to this type of protection, the essendal disti®
tions between the three procedures may be summarized
follows:

IS
. In a committee o/

blies, the results of votes taken are not final dedsio
the assembly, but have the status of recommend
which the assembly is given the opportunity to co

20 further and which it votes on finally under its
rules. Also, a chairman of the committee ofthes
appointed and the regular presiding officer 1
chair, so that, by bemg disengaged from any "
that may arise in the committee, he may be in a be

25 sition to preside effectively during the final consi
by the assembly.

. In the quasi committee of the whole, which is
in meetings of medium size (about 50 to 100 m
the results of votes taken are reported to the as

30 final consideration under the rcgiilar rules, j
a committee of the whole. But in this case the
officer of the assembly remains m the chair and

. Informal consideration, which is suited to smi,
of ordinary societies, simply removes the normal

35 on the number of times members can

'
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1 whole is a form of the motion to commit (13). The
is made as follows:

MEMBER, (obtaining the floor): I move to go into a commit

5 whole [or, "I move that the assembly now resolve itself into a ec
of the whole"] to consider the pending question [or "to take under <
siderarion ̂  ;. (statirig the subject)"]. (Second.)

Instructions to the com'mittee of the whole can be
10 in this modon of referral.

If the motion of referral to the committee ofthewholea
adopted, the presiding officer immediately calls
member to the chair-frequendy, but not necessarii
vice-president-and takes his place as a member of the GOB.

IS mittee. In large assemblies, the secretary may also leaveii
seat, the committee chairman may preside from thatpositia
and an assistant secretary may act as secretary ofthecoinna-
tee. For the committee's use until it reports, its seGccia;
should keep a temporary memorandum of the busiaear

20 transacts, but the committee's proceedings are not CB
in the minutes of the assembly. Those minutes shonM-
only the same kind of record of the referral to a coma
of the whole, the committee's report, and the
action on the report, as if the committee had been aa

25 nary one.

CONDUCT OF BUSINESS. Like ordinary
tees, a committee of the whole cannot alter the
any resolution referred to it; but it can proposs

30 ments, which it must report in the form ofreconuneB
to the assembly. Amendments to a resoludon '
in the committee are m order, however; and if such
ments are adopted within the committee, they ate
rated in the resoludon before it is reported to the

35 for acdon.

S52 COMMI"EE OF THB WHOLE
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10
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orWishes the assembly to take any of-h^r ̂ ^
option rfa motion which7snoTmuorc^acoon. rcquiring Ae ^
Ac committee rises and reports"'ul oroerin the committee,

If the committee oriana^c". -"_, .
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T.to?J3 Atnt^reco^^ro;tnTO^O?yonany
^TrtAbac^oAe^^^^^^^
aimdments. On a motion, or"h7^>v,̂ lme rccommended
twmiltee nses aad theP^idin7offin. ^T^S consent' th^
ffles the chair. The-com, ni>^6S:rfAC_asse"bly re: ,a
Ac assembly in front'of^ ̂ ^ rc^rns to a P^ce
'dmg, he-addresserA eucfh^reprcsiding of£ccr' " wU^

COMMTTTEE CHAIRMAN: Mr. President ̂ h. ""_ .
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^ the_amendments for which a separate vote was asked.
^me^ents-ranbe further deb^d and amend ed'infl;
!ssembly' as can, the main q^stion after actio^oTaICAelnn?
Tec.'!^Mdments-under-Ae~samT;ur""^TO!

5 other committee reports. ---""-""cu ^
.
^Jf-the committee' to facmtate completion of its

She!A£la5sembJyt:6takeanaction^^Ae^
tee's pow^-s that requires Ae'adop^ro^n ^^
m^on~for. examPle' to limit debate i"'the"com^

10 a motion to, rise should be made in aformlifctheT6'

$52 COM^TEE OF THE WHOLE
MEMBER (obtaining the flomY

(Second. ) '""~""B ulc uoor): J move that the comniittee rise. ,

If this motion is adopted, rh. .^»_..
reports: ~ ~'^L'U' me committee chairman then

s

COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN: The comn,^

»-=".'=:^^;^^^^

75

MEMBER (obtaining the floor): I move that the committee ri..
s'?"debate bc limited . : . [speci^dled;i"^LS.
If this motion is adopted, the committee chairman

assembly as follows:

.
roMMXTE CHAIRMAN: Mr- P'-esident, the committee of the ,

20 has had under consideration .. . [describing the referred ma^^c '
rome to no conclusion thereon, but asks permission [or «leav7»1
tinue sitting with debate linuted . . , [sp7cifyin'gth'e limitaSto
The presidin^officer then puts the question on

25 request, and if the result is^affirmatiw7the'committee .
man resumes the chair.

^ A committee of the whole can also rise, before c
ite work, to request instructions, in which casethe^
wording of Ac request should be agreed to before

30 tion to rise is made.

If the committee wishes to bring its proce .
because it believes the matter "can be "better

. the assembly's rules, or because it wishes de
to be adjourned, the modon to rise can~be~

35 form:

10rith such a report, the commit

ie^ ̂ emblydi^t^^^ses^trfe^enceun-
^^^e^^^t^s<s^
Ssam:lw? O^WAOUTSPTC%aTmea^
suta_request'. the assembiTĉ IkaeTq. M;dul_granting
order or a^pecialord'eru(4"l5 ?oTam,^;dlLsitting a^ener^ ^
.mbly grants the commi^c P^,EC.UIar:rime-If^^
^S^^llsi^g^^t^S^with^
Ac o7the whole" c^lld"fu.nfinlhed business- Acom-L

Ifanhourforadio~u;nrne^aTS.afillu remeeting"
^amvcs s^tee^ei;1npr^t^Ae"asi - ^
A, Ae committee-chai'rm^^g-'s. m commi"ce of the
" 

^Ac^en^ S1:^ Zl"hour ^
,

£''The-com;It^"lSmT^M^
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1 committee finds itself without a quorum, it must rise
report the fact to the assembly. If the assembly itself^
upon without a quorum, it must then adjourn or take i
the other courses that are open in the absence

5 (pp. 347-48).

j
Quasi Committee, of the Whole
(Consi, deration As If in Committee of the

COMMITTEE OP THE WHOLE
539

10 A somewhat simpler version of the committee of
whole, in effect, is the procedure of consideration u
committee of the whole (or consideration as if in co"''!
ofthe wholc), which is convenient in assembUesofmedj'
slze. In contrast to a committee of the whole, the qiysf

15 mittee of the whole is not a real committee, but is'the
sembly acting as if in committee of the whole."

^GOING INTO QUASI COMMITTEE OF
WHOLE. The motion for consideration in quasi c

20 is made in a form like this:

MEMBER (obtaining the floor): I move that the resolution be
ered in quasi committee of the whole [or "be considered as if
mittee of the whole"]. (Second.)

25

30

This motion is debatable as to the desirability ofgoa
quasi committee, just as any other modon to Contmk
adopted, the chair concludes his announcement of
of the vote as follows:

CHAIR, (after declaring the voting result): The
the assembly as if in committee of the whole.

The presiding officer of the assembly doesaot
35 chairman of the quasi committee, but remains in

himself throughout its proceedings. The

Aouid k^a. tTporarymemo^dum of the bu«n
acted m quasi committee; but,7usr"^ ̂  l;^eDusuess trans- -'
C'omfliittee ofthewhole7Aeum'm^as/n. dle_case. ofa rea^
^ only a record of Ae^p^^:;3^^^^^
the action Aereon, as~shownpbeWom quasi committee and

CONDUCT OF BUSINESS. Tn ̂  .. "-..
ofthewhole7themai7q^ZT^^^e^uasl, rom""ttee
^^±rc^^^s:J;s^
in a real committee of the ~whoJe^"hmelame rulcs as
dowed to^speak an unlimTted nulmlbe7co^member-, bcing 10

^529^30. fa^t^;^^^^e3T^
ofdiewhole, however, "anlv^Lo^meMcaseofareal coml"ittec

^^SI^oZ^^^w^ld^orderL^
^?^^^c£^p£S^^
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"ricaUy7utsT^X£%canora^^ntu adopted-ru
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ttO an end as described^ qhMLCOI?nuttee is-not
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^ES?^KM>SSi
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1 foUowmg amendments [reading them]. The question is
tion of the amendments.

The-proceedings. m a quasi COIIUIuttce of the whole ar^,;
5 conduded'andfrom this polnt thePr°adu^lvisZ^

m disposmg_of the report'of a real commit teelofu^.sTl 
(p:sl :wtop-536^'5):-:th;;hah:p^s^
on thei-eported amendment's in gross, -exrcep7^cfqu! .
a separate vote may b6 asked, and so 'on. "t'^ "wf'mrv '

Informal Consideration

As explained above, if a quesdon is considered m . ;*,
rldrormmttee-ofthe whole orin quasi-comxn^cS

15 whole, the recommendadons of the comnuttee"o^Zal
^lttecmust be reported to the assembly and then^0'

^ must take acdon on these recommendation7. "fa'
souses whose meetings are not large, 7mu^
methodu_toconiiider thcquestion informaUy, Sifl

20 ?nlysuspends. the rule limiting thc ""mbeToftim^
i speak in debate on the main questic

ments to it.

When it is desired to consider a question
member makes the modon that this bedone7

MEMBER (obtaining the floor): I move that the
ered informally. (Second.)

This is a variation of the morion to Commit, and ca
30 ^Tdo^y ̂ !°the desirabmly of considering'the"

informaUy. If the modon is adopted, the chair ami
result thus:

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

35
CHAIR (after declaring the voting result):

to informal consideration. There is no limit
member can speak on the question or any amendment.
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RULES OF ORDER
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Suggestions for Organizing an Effective Committee of the Whole for local
Government

Julie Pioch, PRP
Michigan State University Extension
Updated October 2013

A committee is typically a subset (one or more people) of a board assigned by appointment to
investigate certain matters of importance to the government unit. A committee does not carry
with it the powers of the entire board, but can only carry out the functions that are prescribed
to them by the board. According to Roberts Rules of Order, Newly Revised, (llth edition), "An
assembly can also designate all of its members present to act as a committee, which is called a
committee of the whole and is distinguished from an ordinary committee" (p. 489 II. 30-33). A
committee of the whole is different than a regular committee because it includes all of the
members of a board. It is like an ordinary committee in that the only authority a committee of
the whole has is that which is assigned to it by the board. The purpose of such a committee is to
allow all of the members of a board an opportunity to engage in informal discussion on ideas
and proposals which may eventually result in a recommendation to the board.

A Committee of the whole is used primarily by legislative bodies. Robert's Rules of Order, Newly
Revised (RONR) provides a description of how a large board may use a committee of the whole
as an opportunity for informal discussion during a meeting (RONR (lied.), pp 529-542). In
practice, committees of the whole have differed from RONR and have taken the form of a
standing committee, for which boards have developed a regular schedule of meetings, order of
business and committee rules of order. The most effective use of committee of the whole for

county boards is to combine the practice of a stand-alone committee of the whole with the
rules prescribed by RONR.

A committee of the whole may or may not take the place of other board standing committees.
Often times, there is still a need for specialized committees to perform in-depth research on a
topic or take leadership in a specific area significant to the county. The difference is that a
committee of the whole allows for the whole board to work towards common understanding of
an issue by listening and reviewing reports together in the same room at the same time.
Working in a committee of the whole can help boards reach consensus and develop
recommendations for action over a series of meetings. In a committee of the whole, formal
rules of debate such as the number of times and how long a member can speak are modified or
dispensed with altogether. Committee of the whole meetings can include listening to reports
and expert speakers and if the board allows may allow nonmembers (such as staff) to
participate in the deliberations.

Topics for recommendation are brought to a committee of the whole by a board member, a
board committee, a staff member or any other stakeholder allowed by the board. Within the
committee, board members listen to reports, ask questions of members and guests, and
request additional information or research to be done to be able to fully understand an issue.
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The primary outcome is for the board to feel they have enough information or have had enough
conversation around an issue to be able to make a recommendation to the full board for action.
Just like other committees of a board, a committee of the whole does not make final decisions.
That work is done in the regular board meeting. Votes taken in committee of the whole are
related only to recommendations and to decide if issues are ready to be taken to the board. It
may also be determined that an issue is not within the jurisdiction of the board. Decisions to
refer an issue to another board or constituent group might also be made in the committee of
the whole.

To effectively manage a committee of the whole and to make sure members have a clear
understanding of how it differs from the regular board meeting, the board should adopt some
committee rules. These rules should be formally adopted in a regular board meeting. Protocol
should be determined as to how information will flow between the committee of the whole
and the regular board meetings and who will manage that process. Here are some suggestions
for a successful committee of the whole structure:

. Determine who will be the chair of the committee. It is suggested to have someone
other than the board chair preside for several reasons: 1) the board chair could
participate in debate more freely helping to craft a recommendation when appropriate,
and if disengaged during committee conversation may be in a better position to preside
effectively during the final consideration of the issue by the board, 2)from a public
standpoint, it will be clearer to nonmembers that the meeting is in committee and not
the regular board meeting since the chair is not presiding and 3) allows an opportunity
for other members to gain some experience in presiding. Some boards assign the role of
committee chair to a certain member such as the vice-chair; some alternate the chair
assignment to different members of the group. It is up to each board to determine the
most effective option.

Set a schedule for getting items on the agenda for committee of whole and
communicate that to all board members and staff. Determine who will be responsible
for receiving items, what descriptive information must accompany that item, how
agendas and packets will be distributed to members and by what time prior to the
meeting they should be submitted. Boards with administrative staff should determine if
this will be solely a staff function or if leadership of the board will be involved in
deciding what issues will be placed on the committee's agenda. Whether or not you
allow things to be added to the agenda at the beginning of the committee meeting is
dependent upon the culture of your organization but should also be determined when
making your rules.

. Set a time of day and duration for the committee of the whole that allows for discussion
of issues. Be cognizant of the time allotment made for the committee of the whole and
don't load too much work into one meeting. Conversely, adjust the length of the
meeting if there are many items to work through. Over time, boards develop their own
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best practices once they get comfortable with the workflow and timing of committee of
the whole meetings.

Determine if you want all board issues to go through committee of the whole before
going to the full board for action. If such a policy is set make sure that the timing of your
meetings is such that issues can be discussed in committee and taken up at a board
meeting in a logical time fashion. A board can suspend the rules if an issue needs
immediate action, however timing a committee of the whole the same day or a few
days prior to a board meeting can remediate this situation before it happens. For
example, committee of the whole is set for two hours prior to the regular monthly
board meeting. The board has decided that all items ready to move from committee to
the board get placed on the agenda on the following month's meeting agenda which
allows time for preparing the agenda, notice etc. However, if an. urgent issue arises
which needs action that month, the issue can be discussed in committee then
immediately taken to the board for action that same day if the board allows it. If taken
to the board that evening, any prepared agenda would need to be amended.

Make sure there is clarity in reporting for other standing or special committees, that is,
are committee reports heard in committee of the whole or during the regular board
meeting. This may change depending on the nature of the report. For example, if a
special committee is making a final recommendation for action, that report would likely
come directly to the board meeting but if the committee is making a status report or
asking for input from other members on direction or next steps that may fit better into
the committee of the whole agenda.

Public boards governed by Michigan's Open Meetings Act must provide public notice of
the meetings of the committee of the whole because a majority of the board members
will be present. No official actions are made in committee of the whole; however,
recommendations may be made to not take something to the board. The press will be
eager to attend committee of the whole meetings because that is where a great deal of
the real debate on issues important to them will be done. Boards should be very open
with the press and public about the timing of these meetings. It is up to the board
whether or not they have public comment as an item on the agenda of the committee
of the whole. Because of the informal nature of the meeting, audiences have been seen
to join in on the deliberations; boards should be diligent in making sure the audience
understands proper meeting protocol.

When a contentious issue comes before the committee where consensus on a particular
recommendation cannot be reached or where a majority determines that it should not
be recommended for adoption, the issue should still be taken to the regular board
meeting so that the board can vote on its final disposition. The motion placed before the
board should always be phrased in the positive where yes means yes and no means no.
During debate on the motion, the majority and minority opinions heard in committee
should be succinctly voiced then a vote taken on the issue for final resolution. This does
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not mean that the motion could not be amended from its original form during debate in
the board meeting - the point here is to bring things to the board for a vote so that
there can be action or closure and not leave issues unresolved in committee.

The use of a consent agenda in a board meeting is an efficient way to carry information
forward from committee of the whole to the board. Issues that have been thoroughly
discussed, are routine, or otherwise not in need of further debate can be placed on the
consent agenda for quick approval allowing time in the board meeting for other
important matters.

In summary, using a committee of the whole to allow for in-depth, informal consideration of
topics can be useful to county boards. Although the use of a committee of a whole as a
standing committee differs from what is described in RONR (11th edition), the committee of the
whole carries with it the same characteristics and serves the board in a similar way. A
committee of the whole should not become a bottleneck where business gets stuck. Rather the
use of this form of committee should expedite business by encouraging valuable discussion of
the issues, provide a forum where members and staff can bounce ideas to get feedback and
create excitement about opportunities to improve programs and services. Rules for a
committee of the whole should be practical and meetings scheduled in a timely fashion. A
board will develop their own patterns for workflow and timing over time and should modify
their committee rules as they develop to be most effective. Two positive outcomes that come
from effective use of a committee of the whole are 1) the opportunity for greater input from
board members and stakeholders yielding better board decision making and 2)increased
transparency of the decision-making process.
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